
GREEN BUILDING REVOLUTION IN THE UAE

Green building Revolution in UAE. Eng. Mustafa Khalifa Therefore, UAE building practices should be analyzed and
evaluated in.

Other cities are struggling due to the lack of support, like in Amman and Beirut. The green buildings
regulations and specifications address different aspects of green building design, such as ecology and
planning, building vitality, energy, water, and materials and waste. All new projects must achieve a minimum
1-Pearl rating to receive approval from the planning and permitting authorities. In addition to green building
best practices being applied right from design to construction stage, the region is also witnessing significant
interest in retrofitting buildings â€” not just residential but also commercial â€” with the goal of improving the
efficiency of existing buildings and reducing the carbon footprint of built environment. Combined together,
we will be moving towards a truly sustainable goal. We want to lead by example and are not saying that we
want to be the only sustainable city in the world. The green revolution is becoming increasingly important
with governments, industry, investors and consumers. Project purchasing was driven by sustainable criteria.
The new system energises the ongoing initiatives to promote sustainable buildings, a key area of
EmiratesGBC. The Leed ratings system is one of many that any building seeking accreditation can opt for. It
will also launch a website dedicated to green buildings www. For example, the overshadowing advancement
of global warming and climate change on a whole has led to some cities being at risk of becoming arid cities.
With the aim of creating more environmentally responsible and sustainable buildings, the LEED certification
program uses a grading system of Certified, Silver, Gold and Platinum to show what level of sustainability any
building or office fit out can achieve. Variants exist based on locality. Emirates Green Building Council is
playing a vital role in facilitating dialogue between the public and private sectors Over the years, we have
played a pivotal role in facilitating a dialogue between the public and private sectors, to support green building
initiatives in the region, aiming to make the UAE a leader in sustainable development. There are other things
that can be done as well, such as making older buildings in the city more sustainable through refurbishment.
Today, approximately 5, people work at Masdar City, and the development receives 2, visitors on average as a
part of organised visits each month. To do this, data sharing and management is essential. Robert F Kennedy
Jr. Take a tour of the shop at  We have served as a catalyst in Energy Efficiency in existing building stock
through introducing technical programmes. The architects for the project, HOK, explain: The stylish,
sustainable living solutions displayed in the renovated two-story store include products related to energy
conservation, waste management, organic food and various lifestyle items The sixteenth building to receive
this recognition was simultaneously the first Platinum LEED certified building in the Middle East - the Pacific
Controls HQ building in Dubai Techno Park, which is a pioneer in the use of solar thermal energy for the
supply of air conditioning. You will need a company like Summertown. The municipality has developed a
smartphone application green buildings to explain the laws, terms and conditions of green buildings in simple
language. However, there is still no Dubai-specific rating system in place. We compare notes to see what we
can learn from each other. Additionally, research and development is key in creating a market for sustainable
alternatives in energy efficiency, water management, waste, and indoor environmental quality.


